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Property Management Software
Gone are the days of manually performing
multiple business operations, from tracking new
leads, maintaining clients to communicating with
your agents. Adopt a property management
software like Microsoft Dynamics 365 with an add-
on Real Estate Module to automate your daily
tasks. Property management software reduces the
time and effort required to manage rental
properties accurately. Property management
software that is effective can significantly increase
the value of your investment.

Property Management
Software empowered Real
Estate to handle
businesses more efficiently
and effectively.

Security of the
Cloud

It keeps your
data protected
and accessible

to all your
employees and
clients. They can

asses and
update

information if
needed.

Reliability and
Data Backup

Updated Property
Management

Software provides
constant

customer support
and have back
ups and data

recovery plans in
place. It provides
Data Analysis to
gain  insights.

Automated
Tasks

It supports
automation of

various processes
enhancing overall

productivity. It
can generate

comprehensive
reports on
demand.



Real-time Access to Information
Rather than keeping all your information on various
devices scattered in spreadsheets, adopt a Property
Management Software like Microsoft Dynamics 365
integration to keep all your data under one roof. It is
a cloud-based platform, you can access all of the
data saved on the cloud, giving you a lot more
flexibility. You may get to your data at any time and
from any location. It provides multiple portals for
your clients, tenants, contractors, and owners. You
can track customer maintenance requests and plan
your work, create work orders, and assign them to
your employees. Your stakeholders will be able to
see all of the data in real-time as a result of this.
Property management software can assist not only
landowners but also real estate investment
corporations with significant assets. This software
system might potentially be used by REITs and
private equity firms to efficiently leverage
investments and manage portfolios of any size.

Property Management
Solution can keep all your
data under one roof for
you and your clients to
access it from anywhere
and anytime. 
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When there are several stakeholders to
consider, effective communication is critical.
With property Management Software you can
bridge the communication gap between your
clients and tenants. The ability to reach out
and receive feedback reduces the likelihood
of delays, misunderstandings, and errors.
Property managers can send tenants,
contractors, and property owners emails,
messages, and push notifications using
property management software. This can
include things like rent payments or overdue
orders, ensuring that everyone is on the same
page when it comes to deadlines and
payments. Tenants can also interact with their
property management and notify them of any
repairs that are needed. Both the tenant and
the property management benefit from this.

Better Communication
Bridge all kinds of
communication gaps
between you and
your clients. Reduce
any delays,
misunderstandings,
and errors in your
operation.
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Inspecting manually each property is very
time-consuming and tedious work. It requires
visiting every property and noting down all
necessary information and then creating
spreadsheets about collected data to analyze
later. Property Management software
provides a well-rounded feature of building
inspection which lets you perform various
inspections and audits such as health, fire,
and safety inspections and check-up and
system inspections. Microsoft Dynamics 365
Real estate module when integrated with
Power BI can make your inspections far
smoother. It will allow you to conduct your
inspection and generate detailed insights on
spot, thus saving you time and energy. It
provides readymade inspection templates to
make your work easier and eliminate the
chances of any error.

Quick Property Inspection
Property Management
software provides a
well-rounded feature of
building inspection
which lets you perform
various inspections and
audits.
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To make progress in this competitive market, you
have to take absolute data-driven decisions
supported by facts. With Property Management
software like the Real Estate module of Microsoft
Dynamics 365 can eliminate all unnecessary
guesswork and deliver a firm base for all your
actions. You can update all the initial data to the
system where it will be backed up. It will enable
you to run a thorough analysis and deliver detailed
insights on your onsite assets. With proper data
analysis, you will be able to spot any inefficiencies
and uncover new opportunities. Data Analytics will
be able to detect which realtors are generating the
most leads and which have the highest closing
rates. With this information, it's easier to spot and
eliminate the least cost-effective lead sources,
allowing you to focus on the ones that deliver the
best results.

Data Analysis
Eliminate all
guesswork with
Dynamics 365 run a
thorough analysis
and deliver detailed
insights on your
onsite assets. Data
Analysis will uncover  
new business
opportunities.
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PARTNER 
Applications | Automation | Analytics 

Tech Falcon LLC is a digital transformation partner for enterprises
as they embark on their digital transformation journey. We are
headquartered in Dubai. We help clients in manufacturing,
projects, distribution, public sector, real estate, and public sector to
achieve business and operational goals with business applications,
automation, and analytics services. 

Office No 125, 
Al Ferdous 4, 
Al Wasl Road, Dubai. 

Phone: +971 45 965 555
Email: info@techfalcon.ae
Website: https://techfalcon.ae

Contact us:

Connect with us:

linkedin.com/company/tech-falcon-dubai

facebook.com/techfalcondubai

https://twitter.com/techfalcondub


